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New generalized version of Einstein equations with full Riemann curvature tensor is derived. It is
shown that the energy-momentum tensors for gravitation and matter must be 4-index tensors. The
gravitational energy outside of matter is represented by Weyl tensor. The theory does not contain any
new hypotheses and it is a natural development of the Einstein theory with a correct solution of the
problem of gravitational energy.
1 Introduction
The energy-momentum for the gravitational eld is dened by the use of more complicated procedures then
the energy-momentum for matter [1]. Two main reasons exist for such separation of gravitational energy
from all types of energy.
First reason is the vanishing of Einstein tensor Gik outside of a source (on empty space):
Gik = − 1
κ
(Rik − 12gikR) = 0 = −Tik (1)
The second reason is the vanishing of the sum of energy-momentum of matter Tik and gravitation Gik,
which may be considered as full energy-momentum of the system Eik:
Tik + Gik = Eik = 0 (2)
From the point of view of traditional denitions of energy these two facts give no way of treating the
Einstein tensor Gik as the energy-momentum for gravitation.
The conventional methods of asymptotically flat space-time and the Hamilton dynamics work only at
far distances from the source. The introduction of noncovariant pseudotensors as the gravitational energy
for all distances leads to contradiction with the fact that the gravitational eld is a space-time curvature
which is described by a covariant tensor. If the Riemann curvature tensor Riklm does not vanish in one
of reference frames, then it does not vanish in all others, while the pseudotensors vanish in some reference
frames. The explanations of the noncovariance of pseudotensors by the principle of equivalence and by the
nonlocalisability of gravitational energy are not correct because of the local and covariant nature of the
curvature tensor. The principle of equivalence refers only to the homogeneous elds where curvature tensor
does not contains the second derivatives of the metric. For the real elds we have Riklm 6= 0 also in reference
frames with Γikl = 0, since the derivatives of Γ
i
kl do not vanish.
So, we conclude that the existing denitions of gravitational energy are unusable at physically interesting
distances - near the source, near the gravitational radius, near the singularities.
∗Published in ”Zakir Z. (1999) Space-time structure. Part II, paper 7, I.N., Tashkent” (to appear).
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In this paper I shall formulate a new generalized version of Einstein equations with full Riemann curvature
tensor. I shall show that the correct energy-momentum tensors for gravitation and matter must be 4-index
tensors.








Therefore, the vanishing of the Einstein tensor Gik on empty space:
Gkm = − 1
κ
(Rkm − 12gkmR) = 0 = Tkm (4)
we can consider as the vanishing of the trace of some 4-index energy-momentum tensor:
gilGiklm = Gkm = 0 (5)
In the paper we shall derive Giklm from the Einstein-Hilbert action function as:
Giklm = − 1
κ
(Riklm − 12gkmRil) (6)
and then we obtain new gravitational equations:
Giklm = −Tiklm (7)
Here 4-index energy-momentum tensor for the matter is dened as:
Tiklm = T
(m)
iklm + Viklm (8)
where T (m)iklm is a symmetrized combination of Tik and T , while Viklm is an energy-momentum of defor-
mations of vacuum1. It is obvious that Einstein equations are 2-index form of these new equations.
Outside of the source, when Til = 0, Ril = 0, the energy of the gravitational eld is equal to:
Giklm = − 1
κ
Riklm = − 1
κ
Ciklm (9)




Ciklm = Viklm (10)
This means that the vacuum energy is the source of the vacuum curvature.
2 The action function and the field equations with Riemann ten-
sor
The gravitational equations with the symmetric energy-momentum tensors for gravitation and matter we






p−g  [− 1
2κ
R + L] (11)
where L is the matter Lagrangian. The variation of gravitational part can be represented as:
δSg = − 12κcδg
∫
dΩ
p−g  gilgkmRiklm (12)
For the variations of Riemann tensor Riklm we have:
1In [3] I propose another interpretation for Viklm as an energy-momentum tensor of gravitation.
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δRkm = δ(gilRiklm) = δgilRiklm + gilδRiklm (13)
gilδRiklm = δRkm − δgilRiklm (14)
Then we obtain:
δSg = − 12κc
∫
dΩ






p−g  δgkmgilGiklm (16)
We can represent Riemann tensor as:
Riklm = Ciklm +
1
(n− 2)(gkmRil − gklRim + gilRkm − gimRkl) +
R
(n− 1)(n− 2)(gimgkl − gilgkm) (17)
where Ciklm is Weyl tensor of conformal curvature with property:
Ckm = gilCiklm = 0 (18)
and if Ciklm = 0 the manifold is conformally flat.
We introduce consequent 4-index energy-momentum tensor for matter with the symmetry properties the





(n− 2)(gkmTil − gklTim + gilTkm − gimTkl) +
T
(n− 1)(n− 2)(g
imgkl − gilgkm) (19)
where:
T = gilTil = gilgkmT
(m)
iklm (20)






p−g  δgkmgilTiklm (21)






p−g  δgkmgil[Giklm + T (m)iklm] (22)
Then we obtain the equations:
gil(Giklm + T
(m)
iklm) = 0 (23)
In general case 4-index expression in the parenthesis contains an additional term Viklm with property:
gilViklm = 0 (24)
Taking into account this term we obtain new equations for the gravitational eld:




(Riklm − 12gkmRil) = T
(m)




(Riklm − 12gilRkm) = T
(m)
iklm + Viklm (27)
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Here the total energy-momentum tensor is:
Tiklm = T
(m)
iklm + Viklm (28)













(gkmR;l − gklR;m)− 12Rkl;m] (30)









l;j = 0 (32)
gkmT jklm;j = T
j
l;j = 0 (33)
Taking into account the relations:
− 1
κ
R;j = T;j (34)
Rjklm;j = Rkm;l −Rkl;m (35)
we nd the conservation law for the vacuum energy:
V jklm;j = −T j(m)klm;j −Gjklm;j = (36)
= −1
2



















gklT;m − 112gkmT;l (39)
We see that the 4-index energy-momentum of the system of matter and gravitation is conserved:





(T j·klm + G
j
·klm) = 0 (40)
only if we take into account the existence of the vacuum energy Viklm.
The vacuum energy and Weyl tensor we may represent also as:
Viklm = V
(m)
iklm + V  (gilgkm − 4gimgkl) (41)
Ciklm = C
(g)
iklm + C  (gilgkm − 4gimgkl) (42)
where V and C are some scalar functions.
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3 Conclusions
The gravitational eld with standard Einstein-Hilbert action has a local and covariant energy-momentum
tensor, This is 4-index tensor Giklm. The very important part of Riemann tensor and Giklm is pure 4-index
Weyl tensor Ciklm which dene the energy of the gravitational eld outside of the matter. This part of
Riemann tensor ordinarily we lose during 2-index reduction and this fact was the physical reason for the
main diculties with the denition of gravitational energy. Therefore, for the correct denition of energy in
general we must deal with 4-index equations for the gravitational eld which contain full curvature tensor.
We have shown that for energy conservation and for existence of nonzero energy of gravitation on empty
space, the 4-index energy-momentum tensor for matter must contain new 4-index term with vanishing 2-
index contraction. This is the energy-momentum of vacuum deformations Viklm 2. The fact that the classical
theory of the gravitational eld predicts the existence of the vacuum energy as the source of the vacuum
curvature is a very interesting consequence of the geometrical theory of gravitation. If we calculate Viklm
from any model of the vacuum, then we obtain the expression for the gravitational energy of empty space,
for example, for Newton potential.
Another important fact is the vanishing of the full energy of system which makes possible new solutions
for principal problems of the gravitational physics (see also [2] ).
I shall discuss in forthcoming publications some applications of this new treatment of gravitational energy,
the analysis of some consequences and connections with other denitions.
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